
Ooyala Pulse 
Major broadcasters and premium publishers use Ooyala’s sell-side ad serving and management platform,  
Ooyala Pulse, to power their IP-delivered TV advertising business and monetize video experiences across  
all screens. Pulse is built for video, designed to understand time, content, devices and audience data—enabling  
end-to-end management and optimized delivery of your video ad inventory. 

OPTIMIZE YOUR REVENUES & WORKFLOWS 
Designed to match the core workflow of ad operations 
and ad sales, Pulse functions as the operating system 
on top of which premium content providers run their 
video advertising business, and can be easily 
integrated with other platform or business tools in  
your architecture. 

• Maximize your available inventory through quick 
integration and dynamic management of all devices 
and platforms, along with optimization of ad load 
and insertion policies. Pulse includes features for 
delivery pacing to avoid unused ad inventory and missed revenues, and capabilities to help 
publishers grow or unlock inventory, including our unique anti-ad blocking technology, syndication 
and partner management and technologies to monetize editorial content. Pulse Live enables you to 
monetize live events or simulcast programming. 

• Increase CPM by offering innovative, interactive ad formats, targeted sales packages, audience 
targeting and smart ad decisioning. With Pulse’s powerful planner tool and targeting options, you 
can create unique and innovative sales packages that will help you increase your CPMs. Pulse lets 
you set goals on engagement events such as ad completion as well as traditional ad impressions.  

• Increase sell-out rate via Pulse’s accurate, detailed forecasting, dynamic ad delivery and solutions 
to pass-back to alternative ad sources. Your ad operations team will be able to leverage a holistic 
approach to ad serving and yield management, effectively forecast inventory, and deliver more 
efficient campaigns. 

• Reduce operational costs through Pulse’s streamlined user interface and workflow, built for video to 
efficiently handle campaign planning and forecasting, real time reporting, as well as transcoding of 
assets and cross-platform audience targeting and delivery. Swift integrations are made possible 
through flexible and updated API’s, SDK’s and plugins, with support of our professional services 
team. Leverage our team of experts and consultants for custom development to suit your  
business needs. 
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SELL, TARGET AND DELIVER VIDEO ADS TO ANY DEVICE
Using Pulse’s extensive device management features, you can extend your 
reach to audiences across all devices and environments—using one 
efficient workflow to forecast, target and report. Harness high-performing 
formats, flexible and granular controls, and the analytics you need to sell 
smarter and drive more revenue. 

• Streamline multi-device workflow for forecasting, targeting and 
reporting based on device type. Using Pulse’s targeting features, you 
can easily manage complex targeting combinations. 

• Forecast with confidence through a full understanding of your inventory and booking status.  
With Pulse, you can forecast based on any sales package, audience profile and delivery setting to 
maximize revenues and fill-rates.  

• Increase yields through innovative ad formats with maximum flexibility delivered through industry 
standards like VAST and VPAID. Differentiate from your competition with new and premium 
broadcast ad formats like ad break positioning or ad sequencing for brand storytelling. 

• Define and target specific ad positions and content areas for maximum gain. Pulse gives you 
the ability to set insertion policies and ad load based on content, format and device, and integrate 
1st and 3rd party data to create audience profiles. 

ACCESS REAL-TIME REPORTING FOR DEEP BUSINESS INSIGHTS
Gain real-time insights through our flexible and powerful Pulse Insight reporting solution. Build 
customized reports and templates for your specific use cases and audiences. Provide your 
stakeholders easy access to insights through external access to reports. 

• Improve your decision-making and ensure successful pre-active, and post-campaign 
performance. Through the Pulse dashboard, you get a quick and powerful overview of the overall 
performance of your ad business, with key KPIs such as content consumption, ads served per 
minute and fill-rate.  

• Pivot in real-time with Pulse’s actionable information and easy monitoring for campaign 
troubleshooting. Quickly access a dashboard detailing running campaigns, status, detailed 
performance data and goal fulfillment. 

• Discover detailed insights on account, content or campaign level with Pulse Insight. Use default 
reports or build customized reports and templates based on filters, dimensions and metrics.  

• Share reports easily with customers, and internal or external stakeholders across your business. 
Pulse helps keep your insights connected with decision-makers. 

MORE INFORMATION
Please contact Ooyala to learn more about Pulse.
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Ooyala Pulse SSP 
Ooyala's sell-side programmatic trading platform, Ooyala Pulse SSP, allows broadcasters and publishers to tap into a 
new set of programmatic opportunities and trade in an automated way. Pulse SSP grants publishers access to an 
extensive community of programmatic buyers, facilitating transactions under a wide range of business models, from 
fixed prices and direct agency deals to non-guaranteed inventory sales in an open marketplace. Offering a holistic 
approach to sales with maximum control, flexibility and transparency, Pulse SSP’s ultimate goal is empowering 
publishers with the data, service and tools they need to keep them in the driver’s seat.  

ACCESS A VAST ECOSYSTEM OF BUYERS 
Pulse SSP Marketplace allows broadcasters and 
publishers to take advantage of Pulse SSP’s buyer 
ecosystem, with the ability to create both open and 
private marketplaces.  

• Monetize international inventory with maximum 
control over CPMs, pricing models and buyer 
access. With Pulse SSP Marketplace, you’ll have the 
peace of mind that comes from working with an 
independent, transparent sell-side partner.   

• Uncover new budgets for your inventory through 
Pulse SSP Marketplace’s vast ecosystem, ranging 
from local independent agencies to global networks and trading desks. 

• Reduce costs by automating your standard deals with Pulse SSP Marketplace and 
tapping your sales reps for larger value deals. Billing and reconciliation systems can be 
automated with third parties as well.  

OPERATE YOUR OWN PRIVATE DEALS
Pulse SSP Private Deals allows premium broadcasters and publishers to create their own 
private marketplaces with their preferred programmatic buyers and trade their inventory 
under a variety of different business models, be it direct deals through deal ID or  
private auctions.  

• Access a programmatic gateway on your own terms in a few short clicks. Pulse SSP 
Private Deals offers premium publishers the ability to run their own programmatic 
operations and connect to their own buyers through a programmatic gateway. 
Publishers can configure direct deals and select the buyer and technology platform they 
want to trade with, as well as the pre-arranged pricing and targeting terms. Access a 
new set of programmatic budgets in a controlled and transparent environment.  
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• Tap into higher efficiency, additional programmatic budgets and a better 
understanding of the value of your audience. Through a series of 
sophisticated reporting dashboards in Pulse SSP Private Deals, publishers 
can learn which segments are more valuable opportunities for both their 
direct and programmatic sales.  

• Maintain control and transparency with a set of business rules such as 
CPM floors, inventory trees, category/ advertiser blacklists, Private 
Marketplaces and deal IDs. Pulse SSP Private Deals will give you maximum 
control to determine how your inventory is traded. 

POWER YOUR STRATEGY WITH ENTERPRISE CLASS SERVICE
Tech is only half the story, and strategies don’t come to life without  
human touch. Adopting and pursuing a successful programmatic strategy in 
this quickly evolving industry is a complex task. Therefore, to bridge any 
organizational or competence gaps, Pulse SSP comes out of the box with 
access to a highly skilled team of Yield Managers focused on your eCPM, and 
working together with you to optimize yield. 

• Receive active platform management with managed inventory and 
controls setup, performance monitoring and general support. 

• Obtain strategic account management continuously through insight 
reports, regular business reviews and active account management  
and consulting. 

• Optimize on revenues through yield managers who will promote your 
inventory to buyers and help you manage bid and category optimization. 

MORE INFORMATION 

Please contact Ooyala to learn more about Pulse SSP.
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